With the development of power grid, as one of the key equipment, the transformer's condition assessment method has always receive attention from experts, scholars concern more and more about the method's practicality and reliability. In the traditional condition assessment method, due to the characteristics of the transformer's complex structure, the assessment system is not comprehensive enough, or the assessment system is too complex, the indexes are not easy to quantify, such problems are emerging. The traditional method is complex and the degree of quantification is not enough. Therefore it is necessary to propose a condition assessment method that is easy to carry out the condition assessment work and does not affect the assessment results. In this paper, we propose a method to assess the state of the transformer's complex structure. First, we establish a comprehensive assessment system, then apply the method of principal component analysis to optimize the index system, and then use the theory of cloud-matter-element. Finally the reliability and rationality of the method are verified by an example.
Introduction
For a long time, as the important electrical equipment in power system, the transformer's reliable and stable state is meaningful to ensure the safe and healthy operation of the power grid. While its condition assessment work is an important prerequisite to transformer's operation. Assess transformer's condition precisely is a basic work for subsequent work like condition based maintenance. Therefore if the condition assessment result is reliable depends on the assessment method.
At present, the research on the condition assessment method of the transformer has made some achievements. Zhang Jingjing and others have adopted the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to carry out the weighted evaluation of the condition indexes of the transformer on site [1] ; Liao Ruijin and others establish the state function of the evaluation index of the insulating oil test and the state function considering the difference of the initial value [2] ; Wang Youyuan proposed a comprehensive life evaluation model of the transformer based on the health level diagnosis technology [3] ; Zhao Wenqing and others proposed a transformer status assessment model based on Bayesian network [4] .
Although the above methods have adopted the advanced method of transformer condition assessment, we can find that most methods are focus on the condition assessment process, they pay less attention to the condition indexes system of assessment process. Meanwhile, some existing assessment system is not comprehensive enough, and some are too complicated, they are all not good for the subsequent condition assessment. As for assessment methods, some indexes which are difficult to quantify also affect the results, therefore it is necessary to propose a more reasonable condition assessment method. This paper first establish the condition assessment system of transformer, and then introduce the idea of principal component analysis [5] [6] to optimize the original system and build a system with less indexes. Then we use cloud-matterelement theory to assess transformer's condition [7] [8] [9] . The result indicates after using the combination of PCA and cloud model method will not affect the true condition, which proves the feasibility and rationality of the method.
Establishment and Optimization of the Transformer's Condition Assessment System
As the first step of the transformer's condition assessment process, a perfect condition assessment system need to be built at the beginning. Every parts of the transformer may break down because of its complicated structure, meanwhile, different fault has different physical measurement, therefore, we need to set up a complete system. Meanwhile, a very complete system may be too complicated to do the assessment work, an appropriate method is necessary to simplify the system. Principle component analysis (PCA) is a suitable way to finish the process.
A. Construction of transformer and corresponding faults
On the basis of transformer's structure we can divide a transformer into 6 parts: tank, winding, iron core, cooling system, tapping switch and bushing. We need to first figure out the corresponding part of fault type before establishing the system. Refer to <summary of technical standard for maintenance of grid equipment > [10] and engineering statistics, we can draw a table about key faults occurred in a transformer as follows Table 1 . B. Establishment of condition assessment system The establishment of assessment system needs to seek fault's corresponding physical measurement which could conduct as indexes of assessment system. However, because two different components may have same measurement, such as cooling system and tank all have temperature measurement, therefore we need to filter the main measurement before the assessment. According specialist's suggestion and content of the summary, we can select the most important measurement to form the system, the initial system is as follows Figure 1 .
C. Optimization for assessment system based on principle component analysis Principle component method can apply in many aspects of multivariate statistical analysis. Its basic theory is to use ideology of decreasing dimension. We can build a new index system by using a certain of algorithm on the basis of multi-parameter and multi-sample data array. Though the quantity of indexes in new system decreased, they can reflex initial system's information more intensively. The new index parameters are called principle component. The key steps are as follows: 1) Standardize p indexes value in n samples to obtain matrix Z.  . We can discover that there are correlation between new assessment indexes. The initial system could be optimized into a new compact system to asses on the base of PCA method.
Transformer Condition Assessment Method Based on Cloud Model
A. Determining the weight of index based on the combination of PCA and analytic hierarchy process
On the one hand, in the process of PCA mentioned above, accumulating rate can be regarded as principle components' important level to transformer's over- all condition, meanwhile, the component's feature sector value can be seen as indexes' weight, because in the steps of PCA, we choose the absolute value greater than 0.3 as the new index among feature sector, the absolute value could also be seen as indexes' weight. On the other hand, the rate is calculated by samples' value, therefore the rate is objective which could represent objective weight. We can use analytic hierarchy process to calculate subjective weight based on experts' opinion on site. Finally we can use comprehensive weight method to calculate integrated weight, the main steps are as follows Figure 2 . B. Transformer's condition assessment based on cloud model The cloud matter-element model is an uncertain transformation model expressed by Li Deyi. The model is used to describe the qualitative concept and its quantitative representation. The model consists of three eigenvalues: entropy and super entropy. There are many indexes which are not easy to quantify directly except other quantifiable indexes in assessment system, such as tank's oil leakage situation, mechanical vibration situation and so on. As for these indexes, we can use cloud model to simulate quantization. The main steps of cloudmodel assessment method are as follows: 1) Establishment of indexes' standard cloud According to possible consequences of assessment, firstly we can divide the consequences into four class: normal, noticeable, abnormal, serious. Then we can define the interval upper limit and lower limit as max c and min c before we calculate three eigenvalues. Two eigenvalues' formula are as follows. We can use this formula to calculate the correlation: Table 6 , there are some indexes which are not easy to quantify among them such as "sealing condition". According to 4 classes as mentioned before, we can rate them by using "1" "2" "3" winding's partial discharge, iron core's co2/co ratio and cooling system's fan situation. We can assess the condition by using these 3 principles. We choose 1#
transformer's state value to assess condition. The standard summary could tell us the value range of every index. Every index's value range is divided into 4
classes as mentioned. The cloud model is as follow Table 2 .
According to the assess process, we choose new indexes' variance contribution rate as subjective weight. Their values are as Table 3 after using AHP.
Establishment of Transformer Index Evaluation System
The expert determines the judgment matrix The comprehensive weight is as follows Table 4 .
Then according to cloud-matter-element theory to calculate indexes' correlation value as follows Table 5 .
According to maximum membership principle we can find that the condition of the 1# transformer's condition is "noticeable" which conforms to the actual situation. Therefore it proves that after optimizing the assessment system, using cloud-model method could keep the condition's accuracy and simplify the whole assess process.
Conclusions
1) The establishment of a perfect transformer condition assessment system is an important step of assessment process. We can optimize the system by using PCA which could not only receive reliable assess conclusion, but also decrease condition measurement. The method has its practical significance. (Table 6) 2) Through the condition assessment method based on cloud-model, we could quantize all the indexes in assessment system according practical situation, plus, the objective weight calculated in PCA process avoids the abuse of only us- 
